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MATRIX REPRESENTATIONOF THE GENERALIZED MOYAL ALGEBRAJerzy F. Pleba«skia, Maiej Przanowskia;band Franiso J. TurrubiatesaaDepartmento de Físia, Centro de Investigaión y de Estudios Avanzados del IPNApartado Postal 14-740, Méxio, D.F., 07000, MéxiobInstitute of Physis, Tehnial University of �ód¹Wólza«ska 219, 93-005 �ód¹, Polande-mail: pleban�fis.investav.mxe-mail: przan�fis.investav.mxe-mail: fturrub�fis.investav.mx(Reeived September 7, 2001)It is shown that the isomorphism between the generalized Moyal algebraand the matrix algebra follows in a natural manner from the generalizedWeyl quantization rule and from the well known matrix representation ofthe annihilation and reation operators.PACS numbers: 03.65.CaThis short note is motivated by Merkulov's paper �The Moyal produtis the matrix produt� [1℄, where the anonial isomorphism between theMoyal algebra and an in�nite matrix algebra has been found.Here we are going to show how the results of previous works [2�4℄ and thewell known in quantum mehanis [5,6℄ representation of the position bx andthe momentum bp operators lead to isomorphisms between various �-algebrasand in�nite matrix algebra.First remind the basi theorems [3,4℄.Let P [[x; p; ~℄℄ be the C linear spae of all formal power series of x; p and~ where (x; p) 2 R � R are the oordinates of the phase spae � = R � Rand ~ is a real parameter (the deformation parameter). The phase spae� = R � R is endowed with usual sympleti form! = dp ^ dq : (1)(575)



576 J.F. Pleba«ski, M. Przanowski, F.J. TurrubiatesLet also bP [[bx; bp; ~℄℄ be an assoiative algebra over C of the formal powerseries of bx; bp; ~b1. The self-adjoint operators bx and bp at in a Hilbert spaeH and satisfy the ommutation relation[bx; bp℄ := bxbp� bpbx = i~b1 : (2)As usual, b1 denotes the unity operator. bP [[bx; bp; ~℄℄ is the envelopingalgebra of the Heisenberg�Weyl algebra generated by bx; bp; ~b1:The following theorem holds [3,4℄Theorem 1 There exists a vetor spae isomorphismWg : P [[x; p; ~℄℄ �! bP [[bx; bp; ~℄℄ ;suh that(i) Wg(1) = b1 ; Wg(pmxn) = min(m;n)Ps=0 g(m;n; s)~sbpm�sbxn�s,m;n 2 N; m+ n 6= 0; g(m;n; s) 2 C ; g(m;n; 0) = 1 ;(ii) i~Wg (fx;AgP) = [bx;Wg(A)℄ ; i~Wg (fp;AgP) = [bp;Wg(A)℄ ;for every A 2 P [[x; p; ~℄℄; with f�; �gP denoting the Poisson braket.Moreover, every isomorphism Wg : P [[x; p; ~℄℄ �! bP [[bx; bp; ~℄℄ satis�esthe onditions (i) and (ii) if and only ifg(m;n; s) = (�1)sm!n!s! (m� s)! (n� s)! dsf(y)dys �����y=0 ; (3)where f(y) = 1Pk=0 fkyk; f0 = 1; is a formal series independent of ~ : �(Of ourse, one an easily reognize in the onditions (ii) of Theorem 1, themodi�ed Dira quantization rules.)Then, the seond theorem reads [4℄Theorem 2 Let Wg : P [[x; p; ~℄℄ �! bP [[bx; bp; ~℄℄ be the vetor spae isomor-phism de�ned in Theorem 1.Then for any A;B 2 P [[x; p; ~℄℄Wg (A)Wg (B) = Wg (A �g B) ; (4)



Matrix Representation of the Generalized Moyal Algebra 577whereA �g B = b��1 [(b�A) � (b�B)℄ ;b� := ���~ �2�x�p� = f ��~ �2�x�p� exp� i2 ��~ �2�x�p�� (5)and ��� stands for the usual Moyal produtA �B = A exp� i~2  !P �B ; (6)A !P B := fA;BgP = �A�x �B�p � �A�p �B�x : �It an be also shown that Wg (A) is a symmetri operator for every realA 2 P [[x; p; ~℄℄ if and only if, the formal series � = � (y) = f (y) exp� i2y	is real.In terms of � we haveg (m;n; s) = � i2�s m!n!(m� s)! (n� s)! sXk=0 (2i)k(s� k)!�k ; (7)where �k are de�ned by� (y) = 1Xk=0�kyk; �0 = 1 : (8)Now we introdue the well known in quantum mehanis operators, ba(�the annihilation operator�) and its Hermitian onjugate bay (�the reationoperator�) suh thatbx = 12 �bay + ba� ; bp = i~�bay � ba� ;hba;bayi = 1 : (9)It is an easy matter to show thatbx = exp�12 �bay�2� exp�14 ba2�bay exp��14 ba2� exp��12 �bay�2� ;bp = exp�12 �bay�2� exp�14 ba2�(�i~ba ) exp��14 ba2� exp��12 �bay�2� : (10)



578 J.F. Pleba«ski, M. Przanowski, F.J. TurrubiatesTherefore, one an de�ne an algebra isomorphismL := bP [[bx; bp; ~℄℄ �! bP [[bay;�i~ba; ~℄℄ ;by L (bx) = bay and L (bp) = �i~ba : (11)Consequently, by Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 we obtain the algebra isomor-phism L ÆWg : P [[x; p; ~℄℄ �! bP [[bay;�i~ba; ~℄℄ ;LÆWg (pmxn) =min(m;n)Xs=0 (�~)sm!n!s! (m� s)! (n� s)! dsf (y)dys �����y=0 (�i~ba)m�s �bay�n�s ;(L ÆWg (A)) (L ÆWg (B)) = L ÆWg (A �g B) ;A;B 2 P [[x; p; ~℄℄ : (12)Now, employing the standard matrix representation of ba and bay [5,6℄ba 7�! a = 0BBB� 0 1 0 0 :::0 0 p2 0 :::0 0 0 p3 :::... ... ... ... 1CCCA
bay 7�! ay = 0BBBBB� 0 0 0 :::1 0 0 :::0 p2 0 :::0 0 p3 0... ... ... ...

1CCCCCA (13)and substituting the matries a and ay instead of ba and bay; respetively, into(12) one �nds the algebra isomorphism fWg between the generalized Moyalalgebra (P [[x; p; ~℄℄; �g) and the matrix algebra P [[ay;�i~a; ~℄℄:Denote F (m;n) := (�i~a)m �ay�n : Simple alulations lead to the follow-ing non vanishing elements of the matries F (m;n) (m+ n > 0)�F (m;0)�j;j+m = (�i~)mpj (j + 1) ::: (j +m� 1) ;�F (0;n)�j+n;j = pj (j + 1) ::: (j + n� 1) ;



Matrix Representation of the Generalized Moyal Algebra 579�F (m;n)�j;j+m�n = (�i~)m (j +m� n)::: (j +m� 1)pj (j + 1) ::: (j +m� n� 1) ;for m > n > 0;�F (m;m)�j;j = (�i~)m j (j + 1) ::: (j +m� 1) ;�F (m;n)�j+n�m;j = (�i~)m (j + n�m)::: (j + n� 1)pj (j + 1) ::: (j + n�m� 1) ;for n > m > 0 : (14)Finally, we havefWg (pmxn) = min(m;n)Xs=0 (�~)sm!n!s! (m� s)! (n� s)! dsf (y)dys �����y=0F (m�s;n�s) : (15)This formula orresponds to Merkulov's result but in slightly di�erent rep-resentation and in our ase we deal with generalized Moyal produts �g:Examples(1) The Moyal �-algebraIt is well known that this algebra is indued by the Weyl ordering ofoperators [2�4℄. In this ase the operator b� = 1. Hene, by (5)f(y) = exp�� i2y� =) dsf(y)dys ���y=0 = �� i2�sand we get now (the index �g� is omitted)fW (pmxn) = min(m;n)Xs=0 (i~)sm!n!2ss! (m� s)! (n� s)! F (m�s;n�s) ; (16)(ompare with Merkulov's result).(2) The �(st)-algebraThis algebra follows from the standard orderingpmxn 7�! bxnbpm:



580 J.F. Pleba«ski, M. Przanowski, F.J. TurrubiatesHere �(y) = exp�� i2y	 : Hene,f(y) = exp f�iyg =) dsf(y)dys ���y=0 = (�i)s :ConsequentlyfWst (pmxn) = min(m;n)Xs=0 (i~)sm!n!s! (m� s)! (n� s)!F (m�s;n�s) : (17)(3) The �(ast)-algebraThis is the algebra whih follows from the anti-standard orderingpmxn 7�! bpmbxn:Now �(y) = exp� i2y	 : Hene f(y) = 1 and it remains only one term withs = 0 in (15).Hene, fWast (pmxn) = F (m;n) ; (18)(ompare with Merkulov's paper [1℄).(4) The �(sym)-algebraHere we deal with the algebra generated by the symmetri ordering. Soone has �(y) = os (y=2) : Therefore,f(y) = 12�1 + exp f�iyg� =) dsf(y)dys �����y=0 = 12 (Æs;0 + (�i)s) :ConsequentlyfWsym (pmxn) = F (m;n) + min(m;n)Xs=1 (i~)sm!n!2(s!) (m� s)! (n� s)! F (m�s;n�s): (19)Finally we onsider(5) The �BJ-algebraThis algebra follows from the Born�Jordan ordering.Now �(y) = (sin(y=2))=(y=2): Therefore,f(y) = 1iy�1� exp f�iyg� =) dsf(y)dys �����y=0 = (�i)ss+ 1 :
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